Ms. Thomsen and Ms. Dick

Use one word or sentence to
describe how you help the earth to
be wonderful?














Kids care
Recycling
Volunteering
Environment plant trees
Composting
Plants
Helping others
Love your Pets
Soil
Care for water
Reduce the amount you buy
Reuse cardboard and plastic bags
Recycle paper and magazines and newspapers

 Grow your own food
 Save the bees
 Care for insects
 Drive a solar powered or electric car
 Drive a hybrid or smart car
 Car pool
 Walk or take the bus
 Reduce the amount of traffic
 Turn off the lights when you’re not using them
 Solar powered jet pack
 Be an inventor to help the earth
 Use less paper
 Use bikes
 Use natural fertilizer
 Don’t dump chemicals or oil
in the ocean
 Protect animals
 Use cloth bags not plastic

HOOK and Title Ideas








What to do to make the earth better
It’s a Wonderful World
Earth is an Ocean
The Earth Forever
The Earth Song
Ocean Blues
Earth and Ocean Blues

The Low Down Environmental Blues
Written April 13, 2010 at Eugene Coste School by Cathy Thomsen’s and Lila Dick’s Grade 4 classes,
Molly Hamilton and Anthony Burbidge

Verse 1
If we want to save the planet
There is so much we can do
We can reuse plastic shopping bags
We can compost food scraps too
Verse 2
If we want to save the planet
We can use cloth bags today
We can all drive hybrid automobiles
Turn the lights off when we are away!
Chorus 1
Well if we do these things
You know it’s true
We can save our planet from
The low down environmental blues

Verse 3
If we want to save the planet
Let’s keep our oceans clean
Don’t dump oil and garbage in
Think environmentally clean
Verse 4
If we want to save the planet
We can all plant beautiful trees
Cause the trees give the world it’s oxygen
They make homes for the birds and bees
Repeat Chorus
Verse 5
If we want to save the planet
There is so much we can do
We can recycle paper every day
Cause recycling’s our golden rule
If we want to save the planet
The change will start with us
We can eat organic vegetables
Ride our bicycles or take the bus
Repeat Chorus
Repeat Chorus

www.MakeAWonderfulExperience.com
www.MakeAWonderfulDay.com

